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“If you can’t do what you do, do what you can.” Bon Jovi
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U7RomndOj1w
Making client connections in music therapy is an everyday part of the work we
do. Remote contact is presently our live-wire for therapeutic intervention.
How can we create the opportunity for these connections in the new normal
of online music therapy? How do we as therapists successfully engage, and
influence growth in our clients within this context? In this experience, we
may find we are both technologically novice, and therapeutically unfamiliar
with how remote contact translates as a venue for therapeutic intervention.
Online platforms, though, offer us a unique opportunity to continue to
maintain and build relationships with our clients. This paper is meant to
offer, through my experiences, to spark a focus and intention towards these
encounters for therapeutic enhancement.

Why are these things important: Reason for
exploration
This shift in how we do our work was sudden and unexpected, but
what was discovered were the similarities to our past approach,
and awareness of extended measures we can take,
technologically, to connect more effectively in music therapy
remote sessions. It is my hope that the following information,
including limitations and successes, brings meaning to therapists
looking for guidance as well as a shared perspective on the
important work we do.

This is where we are…so what do we do with this opportunity?
When we are in the same space, music therapists are acutely aware of
how connections are achieved through therapeutic music experiences.
One of the greatest limitations in performing remote therapy is the
lack of proximity to our clients. This significant distance impacts the
depth of both our empathic abilities, and the receptive responses of
these clients. Though we cannot remove this barrier altogether, what
we can do is to improve our connection through our personal
preparation for each session (physical/mental), and enhance the
utilization of all technological means available. In addition, I hope to
stir creative inspiration that will aid therapists in presenting sessions
that are as intrinsically interactive as possible.

Specific Community and Platform:
COMMUNITY MEMBERS:
●
●
●
●
●

Sessions held in consort with a private institution.
Students aged from eighth grade through age 21.
Autistic community and/or have intellectual and developmental disabilities.
Other concurrent or free existing disabilities: ADHD, LD, ODD, OCD.
Various physical disabilities requiring wheelchair mobility.

●

Mode of connection is Google Meets, a system much like Zoom, where all are present
on the screen during sessions.
Google calendar, Google documents, email, and other connected media can be merged
to assist in student preparation and participation.
Often dependant on their developmental levels and parent/guardian involvement.

PLATFORM:
●

●

(Although community descriptions and online platforms that may not match with those reading this document, it is my intention that the
process of creating a space for therapeutic change presented here will relate to clients of diverse ages and disabilities, on several similarly
displayed platforms)

Session Preparation:
“As the process unfolds, I try to listen to my center. This is the most authentic place that
I can engage with another. It is the essence of myself and the source of my energy.”
Clive Robbins 1997

The more one is centered and in the moment, the more likely
one is capable of better building relationships, capturing
human expression, and creating opportunities for attunement
and peak experiences with clients, online or off. Whether
through a breathing practice, or a form of quiet meditation,
include an activity that you find centers your attention to self
in order to improve awareness during your sessions. This
includes various online and cell phone applications. Please reach
out for references.

Additional Information in Preparation:
Therapeutic Attunement: It is an act of tuning our senses to an authentic
expression of the human condition in order to find a kind of awakening.
Having the intention to witness, understand, and tune into the human
experience of self and others is essential, here. The act and relational
quality of understanding and support, deep listening, and a willingness to
hold and give space to our clients during session time is the key to
creating room for a therapeutic response. Keep in mind that music is a
vehicle for experimentation, risk-taking, discovery and meaningmaking. We also must tolerate chaotic and unpredictable states, and have
the empathy to integrate these experiences as best we can.
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Influencing Mood and Emotion:
“Listening to music frequently gives rise to a state of deep relaxation and a sense of well-

being, which we also refer to as physical harmony.” (R. Haas, V Brandes, Pg.50) 50,HansUllricBalzar)
During our limited session times, activities focused on
performance, listening, and the sharing of feelings and ideas
seem the most pertinent. Specifically, Music listening
effects neocortical structures responsible for analysis and
synthesis, and subcortical centers for processing positive
and negative stimuli. Music listening experiences can
influence mood and emotional regulation, which in these
uncertain times, can be the most essential element of our
session structure.

Creative Engagement for Connection:

“Focused engagement in creative engagement can lead to a deeper felt sense of
connectivity to self, others, and an expansive sense of the extended environment.”
Kossak (Pg. 15)

Focused engagement in creative activity can lead to a deeper felt sense of connectivity to self, others and to an expansive sense of the extended
environment.

Similar to listening, active performance requires synchronization of the biological
systems, as it connects the body by mobilizing energy to be coupled to an outside source
of sound (steady beat, melodic cued response, melody/lyric connection, etc.). Musical

experiences in listening, composition, and performance can adequately stimulate,
engage, and influence our clients during sessions. With this in mind, specifically,
the addition of opportunities to share concrete feelings in our sessions through
composition and expression of lyrics, expressive instrumental performances, or
song choice contributions for group listening, remain fundamentally impactful ways
we can work successfully towards connecting online.

Online Music Therapy is Useful For:
Music implications:
a. Modulate emotions/mood
b.
Promote concentration
c. Generate or maintain social relationships
Important activation/arousal:
a. Physical and mental relaxation
b.
Reflection on social and internally contingent emotional tension
c. Modulate a state of negative emotional tension
d. Positive psychological and motoric activation and social relations
(fun/stimulating)
e. Modulate ability to concentrate and heighten performance (arousal
modulation, peak experience)

Music Therapy
Activities:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Integrate instrumental performance online-instrumental/vocal
performance (preset lyrics/rhythms), improvisation, client created
song/rap NOTE: Homemade sound makers are acceptable!
Open up to the group for suggestions for session integration
(listening choices, individual musical performance, group
songwriting and performance, etc.)
Leaving space for everyone to be heard both musically and
verbally/non-verbally (observed responses)
Connect to music by drawing, moving, or other responses

New Awareness to Tech Based Social Connections:
1. Greet each student by name as they arrive in the session.
2. Request comments and feelings to be written in the chat or said out loud,
depending on the context of said comment and developmental level of responseability.
3. View written comments of clients within the “chat” throughout sessions as
much as possible, and respond either verbally or in the chat, whichever is appropriate
4. Note visible responses and document (moving with music, facial expressions,
laughing with session content, positive/negative affect, disengagement)
5. Use saved recorded video and chat sessions as documentation for review
for planning and any necessary follow through an email, phone call, or in the next
session.

Conclusion: What I have learned...
I believe people desire a model to follow, which is not a luxury we
always have. Under these novel circumstances, we need to create a
space within which we can allow for therapeutic music experiences to
evolve, not equal to but similar in scope to those sessions prior to
Covid-19. What we need to figure out is what to do insofar as it
relates to our personal style and therapeutic approach as well as
what capacity our clients can be musically present. Here I offer just a
smattering of ideas to help in thinking about and preparing for musical
engagement during our time in containment.

What I have learned… (cont.)
Though these ideas clearly intertwine with those we think of when we are joined
together with clients in one space, it is important to keep the following key
concepts in focus so as not to lose the potential music has as a therapeutic tool
with which to engage the soul, to heal, and to empower our clients, especially
in these strange times:
● Empathy - To understand and share others feelings
●
●
●
●

Listening - To musical/verbal expressions, comments, questions...
Inclusion - Creating the opportunity for all to participate
Space - Allowing time and room for responses of all levels and types
Peak experience - Provide immersive musical opportunities for client
listening/performing/singing/composing/drawing/movement/written expression

What I have learned … (cont.)
Therapeutic interventions may include:
● Taking risks with new concepts and ideas (rap performance, electronic
music, client preferred listening, solo performances, alternative
vocal/instrumental/dance or other artistic expressions of music)
● Transform chaos into calm (guided listening, improvisational support for
affect attunement, expressive release through instrument play)
● Create meaning (allow space for verbal/non-verbal music expression in a way
that is meaningful for the individual)
Through an open-ended musical approach that continually intends to reach and
touch our clients in ways they find meaningful, we can explore new ideas and
orchestrate the space in which our clients can grow.

Conclusion (cont.):
We can certainly draw on one another’s experiences, but
ultimately we must figure out what works for the individual
therapist. Each of us, once rooted, will arrive at what connection
is for them through our individual experiences prior to, and
during this time of remote therapy. I hope this discussion allows
the clinician to restart, refreshed, and energized, ready to make
the best of this potentially new and exciting way to engage our
clients in music therapy.

Request for Meaningful Dialogue:
Thank you for taking the time to consider this writing. In therapy, music offers us a
rich pallet of approaches from which one can choose. I encourage you to take the
time to share any and all ideas relative to your personal experiences from within an
online therapeutic setting. This document is meant to be an ongoing place for
sharing of thoughts, philosophies, notions, concepts, and designs that you have
found useful and meaningful in online therapy session experiences. Those music
therapists who are not experiencing this setting, feel free to share ideas, comment,
ask a question that maybe one of us can answer, or comment to stimulate alternative
perspectives. It is my goal, here, to stimulate growth for all music therapists who
are working in this unique way during this very challenging time. We must never
underestimate the power of the music experiences we provide for our clients.
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